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Details of Visit:

Author: charlieton
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 1 Oct 2015 12:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: XXX @Massagenn1
Website: http://www.massage-northampton.co.uk
Phone: 01604636440
Phone: 07565005165

The Premises:

Well known and excellent. For those for whom it matters, the super receptionist - not just efficient
but interested and interesting - performs acrobatics to avoid punters bumping into each other.

The Lady:

Gorgeous. Not only does Anna look strikingly like a girl I sort of fancy in my workplace but she is
beautiful in her own right with heart-melting eyes. Her English is very good and she is, even on this
her first day at MN, positive, assured and able to show off a lively character.
I loved her.

The Story:

I had just about got to the second syllable of 'hello' when Anna's mouth was lovingly kissing mine.
We kissed, nuzzled and cuddled for a while then she let her skimpy underwear drop to reveal a
lovely body that made another cuddle essential.

I didn't recall what services Anna advertises (other than noticing 'RP' which I hoped was reverse
punting (she would pay me...) but was probably a typo for RO) but nothing I asked for or did
received any knockback at all.

So fondling became OWO then became 69 with light touching by me and which finished with Anna
sitting back on my face.

Sex was very satisfying (I only allowed myself a moment of transforming Anna into the girl at work)
and any position I thought up was fine by her, as was intermittent kissing with light tongue collisions.

Anna was keen to keep giving me pleasure for the full time and her oily handjob to finish was a
sensational affair.

Anna is a star.
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